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RCC 319-92 AND ARMY TACMS (ATACMS)
AN UNCOMMON EXPERIENCE

D. Paul Thomas
Lockheed Martin Vought Systems

P. O. Box 650003
Dallas, TX 75265-0003

ABSTRACT

The Range Commanders Council "Flight Termination Systems Commonality Standard,"
RCC 319-92, has been written with the noble goal of providing "common design, test, and
documentation requirements for Flight Termination Systems (FTS)." As is often the case
with standards of any kind, the devil is in the details! The Army TACMS (ATACMS)
Block II Flight Termination/Telemetry System design has been significantly affected by
the constraints imposed by RCC 319-92 as well as by Lockheed Martin Vought Systems
customers' interpretations of those constraints and requirements. Important system
elements are discussed along with some of the engineering decisions made to achieve
compliance and the rationale behind those decisions. It is hoped that this monograph will
acquaint potential users of RCC 319-92 with some of the issues involved in achieving
compliance.
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THE ARMY TACMS (ATACMS) PROGRAM

The Army Tactical Missile System (ATACMS) is produced by Lockheed Martin Vought
Systems (Grand Prairie, TX) for the U.S. Army. ATACMS is a surface-to-surface artillery
weapon capable of striking targets beyond the range of existing Army cannons and
rockets. The long-range guided missile is fired from the M270 launcher which also fires
Multiple Launch Rocket System (MLRS) rockets, also produced by Lockheed Martin
Vought Systems.

ATACMS Block I has concluded production; Block IA (Block I with extended range and
GPS enhanced navigation) has recently concluded flight testing. Block II is to commence



flight test in Summer '97, and Block IIA development is scheduled to begin in FY97.
There are also U.S. Navy and Foreign Military Sales versions under development. The
specifications of the basic weapons system are listed below:

Length: ~13'
Diameter: ~2'
Range: >165Km, >280Km (extended-range version)
Propellant: Solid-rocket motor
Guidance: Ring Laser Gyro with GPS updates
Warhead: Anti-personnel/anti-materiel armament, precision anti-armor submunitions
Load: Two missiles per launcher

Block II ATACMS marks a point of significant departure for the U.S. Army and
Lockheed Martin Vought Systems in that the armament delivered by the basic missile is
the Brilliant Anti-Tank (BAT) submunition rather than the preceding dispersed ordnance.
This is indicative of a significant trend in deep penetration artillery, namely, use of highly
precise, guided intelligent submunitions to maximize damage to tactical targets while
minimizing direct human intervention in the battlefield. The ATACMS weapons system
expands the definition of direct fire rockets. The ATACMS missile has a solid rocket
motor, yet has a precise Improved Missile Guidance System (IMGS) that manages the
propulsion system energy and actually guides the missile during its flight to a target.

The Block II ATACMS continues the development of this sound principle further by
using the IMGS to precisely deliver intelligent ordnance to high-value tactical targets. This
weapons system requirement has made the Block II ATACMS a complex missile, with a
number of newly-design subsystems which require a relatively complex
Instrumentation/Telemetry system to record flight test data. Listed below are the basic
parameters of the Telemetry (T/M) system:

T/M downlinks: Three (3) S-band
T/M downlink types: PCM/FM, PCM/FM, FM, FM/FM
Data Streams: 256 KBps (PCM/FM), 563.2 KBps (PCM/FM/FM)
Measurements: 104 PCM, 16 FM, 1 encrypted NRZ-L

RCC 319-92 COMMONALITY STANDARD

The Range Commanders Council (RCC) Standard 319-92 is the standard to be used for
the design and test of the Flight Termination System (FTS) required for any weapons
system needing Command Destruct to be flight tested at RCC Test Ranges. RCC 319-92
contains a detailed description of design guidelines for all elements of an FTS, from
power supply to pyrotechnics. Also provided are the required testing regimes for



Qualification (certification) and Acceptance testing of each element of an FTS. RCC 319-
92 is referred to as the Commonality Standard because its purpose is to provide
instructions for FTS system design that would be applicable across all test ranges
comprising the RCC. As such, an FTS designed in accordance with the Commonality
Standard should be acceptable for use at any and all RCC test ranges. By implication, an
FTS not designed in accordance with the Commonality Specification would not be
acceptable for use at any and all RCC test ranges.

RCC 319-92 is comprehensive in its scope in that it contains design guidelines and testing
requirements for each element of an FTS design and separate sections for each type of
weapon system utilizing an FTS. For example, if an FTS system designer needs to know
the pertinent FTS design criteria for a Flight Termination Receiver (FTR) to be used on
guided missile platforms, he can refer directly to the applicable paragraphs and also know
the Qualification testing and minimum Acceptance testing regimes that must be followed
to certify its use at any RCC range. Therefore, an FTS system designer should have fairly
specific criteria to design his system and have a fairly comprehensive understanding of the
testing required to certify its use if he has designed the FTS in accordance with RCC 319-
92.

However, because of its specificity, RCC 319-92 has the weakness of any useful
specification: its utility is a function of the current state-of-the-art and the authors' ability to
have understood all aspects of the subject. Technology advances impact the degree of
integration of many FTS elements and a particular weapon system's physical and/or
performance constraints will often have a significant impact on FTS design. Also, because
a specification is usually a compromise of comprehensives and clarity, important subject
matter sometimes must be omitted. Accordingly, the RCC intends to publish a new
version of RCC 319-92 sometime in FY '98.

The major FTS system design aspect most affected by RCC 319-92 is the imposition of
dual-redundancy on any FTS to be flight tested at all RCC test ranges, although many
RCC test ranges already had this requirement prior to publication of the Commonality
Specification. Heritage weapon system programs are generally exempt from this
requirement, but ATACMS has this requirement imposed on it by the U.S. Army Missile
Command (MICOM) for future ATACMS flight testing at White Sands Missile Range
(WSMR). There are, of course, different means to achieve this requirement: redundancy at
the system element level or redundancy at the functional level. RCC 319-92 does not
address precise definition of redundancy. Therefore, the ultimate realization of the
implementation of FTS dual-redundancy is a negotiated FTS design in which agreement
has been reached between the FTS designer and the responsible test range's Range Safety
organization.



The remainder of this monograph addresses the primary impact of RCC 319-92 on the
Block II FTS and T/M Systems’ design. Block II is the first ATACMS program for
which full RCC 319-92 compliance has been imposed. The Commonality Standard has
had a significant effect on its T/M system design and qualification effort. Emphasis is
made as to how Lockheed Martin Vought Systems Telemetry Engineering and WSMR
Range Safety have interpreted RCC 319-92 to suit ATACMS flight test requirements.

RCC 319-92 AND ATACMS FTS/TELEMETRY SYSTEM DESIGN

An FTS is used in missile flight test programs to insure that the missile does not exceed
the designated flight path corridors of a test range. The responsibility for insuring that this
function is carried out is that of the Range Safety organization of a given test range. This
includes both design review and approval of a candidate FTS as well as determining,
during flight test, if and when a test article is to be Command Destructed. For the Block II
ATACMS missile flight test, feedback on the functional state of the FTS to Range Safety
is provided by one of the three S-Band T/M links. Therefore, although the T/M System is
not a part of the FTS, it forms an integral and important part of the data chain used by
Range Safety, along with IRIG range instrumentation to determine the state of a test article
during flight. Because of the importance of the T/M System to the proper mechanization
of the Flight Termination function, certain elements of the T/M System have been
designed with the FTS and RCC 319-92 in mind.

Figure 1 illustrates the FTS of Block II ATACMS. The major elements of the FTS are
located on the bulkhead containing the missile instrumentation, the T/M plate. Lockheed
Martin Vought Systems Telemetry Engineering has responsibility for the Power & Control
and RF front-end functionalities of the FTS. Two functionalities are realized by use of two
(2) each Command Destruct (C/D) thermal batteries and Flight Termination Receivers
(FTR) and the Power & Control Unit (PCU). The C/D batteries and FTRs are vendor-
sourced and the PCU is designed and manufactured by Lockheed Martin Vought
Systems. The C/D Antenna receives the Command Destruct UHF signal and is one of
three (3) antennas of a vendor supplied state-of-the-art microstrip tri-band wraparound
antenna. The antenna consists of one (1) P-band array, one (1) S-band array and one (1)
C-band array. The remainder of the FTS consists of a vendor-supplied Flight Test
Safe/Arm (FTSA) and termination charges. Flexible mild detonation cord (FMDC)
provides the pyrotechnic path between the FTSA and the termination charges.

The PCU is a critical system element of the Block II ATACMS T/M System in that it
determines the modes of operation of the T/M system by use of the Umbilical Disconnect
connecting the missile to the M270 launcher. When Umbilical Disconnect is not present
(i.e., missile in launcher), the PCU provides ground Power & Control of the FTS and
T/M systems by use the Instrumentation Checkout Console (ICC) ground support



equipment. The ICC is connected to the M270 launcher by long umbilical cables so that it
can be contained in the bunker facilities at a given launch site.

Figure 1 - Block II ATACMS Flight Termination System (FTS)

Figure 2 - Block II ATACMS Telemetry (T/M) System



Another critical FTS function performed by the PCU is the switching of power during the
launch countdown from +28VDC ground power to dual-redundant +28VDC C/D Battery
power. The PCU also switches the dual-redundant Power & Control signals of the FTSA
during the launch countdown from ICC control to FTSA-armed flight mode. RCC 319-92
does not specifically address Power & Control functionality which is unique to each
specific FTS implementation. However, because Lockheed Martin Vought Systems
considered the PCU to be a critical FTS system element, it was deemed necessary to
provide for dual-redundancy in the internal wiring, switching, and interconnect of the
PCU. Because of its FTS and T/M Systems criticality, the PCU is qualified to the
demanding RCC 319-92 environmental levels and regimes.

Figure 2 illustrates the T/M System of Block II ATACMS. The T/M System has been
designed to provide for the simultaneous downlink of (1) selected IMGS data, (2)
Instrumentation PCM (FTS status, BAT separation data, T/M system housekeeping), and
(3) high-response environmental data. Of particular importance to the FTS are the Signal
Conditioning Unit (SCU) and the PCM Encoder, both designed especially for Block II
ATACMS requirements. The SCU, designed and manufactured by Lockheed Martin
Vought Systems, contains current sensors for monitoring C/D Battery current,
thermocouple reference junctions, and level shifting circuitry required to normalize signal
levels compatible with the PCM Encoder. The PCM Encoder, a subcontracted item, is a
96-channel analog/48-channel digital unit with programmable gain and offset generating
one (1) 563.2KBps NRZ-L Instrumentation PCM stream.

The Instrumentation PCM is used to modulate an IRIG 1024H Constant Bandwidth Sub-
carrier Oscillator. It is multiplexed with other missile environmental FM data to form a
PCM/FM/FM frequency division multiplex. Because the Instrumentation PCM contains
the FTS sampled data, monitored by Range Safety during flight, and because both the
SCU and PCM Encoder are new designs, Lockheed Martin Vought Systems deemed it
necessary to qualify both units to RCC 319-92 environmental levels and regimes. In
addition, the T/M Transmitter, a subcontracted unit with a proven design and long flight
test history, was required to be delta-qualified to RCC 319-92 levels for those
environments peculiar to Block II ATACMS.

The critical system element common to both the FTS and T/M Systems is the Command
Destruct/Telemetry/Beacon microstrip tri-band wraparound antenna. The antenna is
manufactured using both 6002 and 5870 Rogers Duroid to provide proper electrical
performance and heat ablation. Although microstrip wraparound antennas have been used
in T/M applications for over a decade, the Block II ATACMS tri-band wraparound
antenna is unique in that it is a tri-band antenna (P-band, S-band, C-band) and is installed
on forward surfaces of a near-hypersonic missile. The severe thermal environment (both in
level and duration) posed by the Block II ATACMS requirement precluded the use of



blade antennas, requiring a new wraparound design providing almost full sphere geometric
performance (RCC 319-92 requires 95% spherical coverage for the P-band antenna) and
durability. The antenna is qualified to RCC 319-92 environmental levels and regimes with
an additional flight profile environment qualification test performed to simulate both short
and long range flights.

The major FTS system design aspect most affected by the Commonality Standard is dual-
redundancy on any FTS to be flown at all RCC test ranges. RCC 319-92 does not
specifically mandate redundant Command Destruct antennas but imposes some limitations
on power dividers and couplers to ensure that FTRs receive the same Command Destruct
UHF signal with minimal phase shift between FTRs. One of the most demanding
requirements of RCC 319-92 is the elimination of, "the possibility of a single-point failure
inhibiting the function of the system (FTS) or causing an undesired actuation or output of
the system." This requirement generally supersedes any specific requirement called out in
RCC 319-92.

Because of the very tight volumetric limitations of the tri-band wraparound antenna, only
one (1) microstrip P-band array of four (4) elements with integral power divider could be
realized in the Block II ATACMS antenna design, which makes the P-band antenna a
potential single-point failure. To mitigate this potential risk, Lockheed Martin Vought
Systems, in consultation with WSMR Range Safety, incorporated fail-safe FTRs in the
Block II ATACMS FTS. Fail-safe FTRs execute a terminate command upon below-
threshold level of Command Destruct UHF carrier (i.e., loss of C/D antenna and/or power
divider). This fail-safe is enabled during launch countdown at WSMR Range Safety's
discretion.

CONCLUSION

The Block II ATACMS FTS and T/M Systems have evolved through a process of peer
review, design review, and consultation with WSMR Range Safety. Although RCC 319-92
provides excellent guidance in the design and testing of an FTS, the final configuration
and/or realization of an FTS is a negotiated design satisfying both program flight testing
requirements and Range Safety's concerns. Qualification of FTS system components to
RCC 319-92 environmental levels and regimes are an extensive, rigorous, time-consuming
process. Flight termination/flight test instrumentation suppliers may not be fully aware of
the system approach that is necessary. FTS and T/M Systems design are not mutually
exclusive. Design and test of an FTS to RCC 319-92 will affect the T/M System design.
FTS and T/M Systems’ designers familiar with RCC 319-92 can avoid the difficulties
caused by non-compliance of the standard by taking an early, integrated system approach
to design and qualification. As the Commonality Standard itself states, "Users who do not
comply with this requirement risk rejection of their FTS."
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